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PART 1 
Design of an apparatus for the study of f'a.st 
end slow chemical reactions involving gases 
l. 
INTF.OD~OTION 
An outstanding chemic~ engineer (l) has stated that 
(1) Hougen, 0., A.I.Ch.E. Meeting, Columbus, Ohio, Nov. 1950 
chemical kinetics is at present in a state similar to that 
of thermodynamics thirty years ago. The current situation 
with respect to thermodynamics and chemical engineering 
appears to be that a fair number of engineers understand 
the theory and appreciate the practical value of thermo-
dynamics but are frequently handicapped in its use by a 
lack of data. This is especially true where data on 
material at extreme temperatures and pressures are requir-
ed as in nuclear energy and jet propulsion development. 
The current situation with respect to chemical kinetics 
and chemical engineering is that the theory is in an 
unsatisfactory state and that experimental data is extreme-
ly scarce. Few reactions occur at a rate convenient to 
measure and the measurement of rapid reactions represents 
a formidable task. 
Simplification and improvement of procedures and 
apparatus for measuring the rate of reactions would be 
a welcome contribution to chemical kinetics and is the 
concern of the first part of this thesis. The second 
part presents the results of an investigation of the 
catalytic decomposition of silver oxide. 
The first phase of the problem entails the design 
and fabrication of a suitable apparatus to study both fast 
and slow reactions that involve gases. The term fast 
reaction is arbitrarily selected to mean those reactions 
which are essentially completed in f'rom 10 milliseconds 
to 30 seconds. The term slow reaction will include those 
reactions which require at least 1 minute for completion. 
2 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
The progress o~ a chemical reaction may be followed 
by observing the change in some physical property of the 
reacting system as a function of time. Physical proper-
ties whose changes can be conveniently measured are index 
of retraction, light absorption, magnetic properties and 
others. 
Reactions that involve gases are often followed by 
the utillization of manometric or photochemical apparatus. 
Johnson and Yost ( 2 ) used a photochemical apparatus in 
3 
(2) Johnson, H.S. and Yost, D.M., J. Chem. Phys., 17,386,1949 
their study of the reaction between ozone and nitrogen 
dioxide. Rolaff ( 3 ) has also studied an apparatus for the 
(3) Rolaff, E., M.s. Thesis, Missouri School of Mines 
and Metallurgy, 1950. 
investigation of the reaction between methyl amine and 
nitrogen dioxide by a photochemical method. The mano-
metric apparatus is especially suitable for those gas 
involving reactions which exhibit appreciable pressure 
changes. McKinney <4 > has designed and used a fairly 
{4) McKinney, C.D., Phd. Thesis, Illinois Institute of 
Technology, 1950. 
satisfactory manometric apparatus for the study of fast 
reactions involving gases. The design was based on a 
statham gauge, an instrument whose electric potential 
output varies with pressure. Reactions involving large 
changes in index of' refrf.lCtion can be studied by employ-
ing an interferometer. (S) One of the best modern de-
(5) Laidler, K.J., "Chemical. Kinetics", McGraw-Hill, N.~rY., 
1950. 
siggs of an interferometer apparatus has been worked out 
by Hirshfelder and coworkers.(S) 
( 6) Hirshfelder, J. et al~, Progress Reports of the Naval 
Research Laboratory, University of Wisconsin1 1949. 
References to the literature on the genera.l subject 
may be found in 11 Chemical K1netics 11 by Laidler, (S) "The 
Theory of R.ate Processes" by Glasstone, Laidl.er, and 
Eyring, ( 7 > nHomogenki·netik" by Skrabal, (S) "The Kinetics 
(7) Glasstone, S., Laidler, K.J., and Eyring, H., nThe 
Theory of Rate Processes", McGraw-Hill, N.Y., 1941. 
( 8) Skrabal, A., 11 Homogenk1netik", T. Steink:oph, Leipzig, 
1941. 
of Homogeneous Ga.s Reactions" by Kassel, (Q) "Experimental 
(9) Kassel, L.S., "The Kinetics of Homogeneous Gas 
Reactions", Chemical Catalog Co., N.Y., 1932. 
Methods in Gas Reactions" by Farkas and Melv11le,<lo) 
(10) Farkas, A. and Melville, H.W., "Experimental Methods 
in Gas Reactions", Macmillan, N.Y., 1939. 
4 
and "The Photochemistry of Gas Reactions" by Noyes and 
Leighton.(ll.) 
(11) Noyes, W.A. and Leighton, P.A., 11 The Photochemistry 
ot Gas Reactions", Reinhold, N.Y., 1941. 
5 
APPARATUS FOR FAST REACTIONS INVOLVING GASES 
Relatively little work has been done on the measure-
ment of rapid reactions. The standard methods of measur-
ing and recording pressure changes are inadequate for 
reactions 90 percent complete in 30 seconds. Therefore to 
study fast rea.otions special equipment 1s necessary and 
the more nearly instantaneously it will indicate and 
permit recording of some variable which indicates the 
extent of reaction the more valuable it is. The oscillo-
graph is an instrument with an indicating beam of very 
small inertia so that it can be made to respond quite 
quickly (several meg~cycles per second) to changes in 
electric potentia1. It is suitable for service in the 
investigation or rapid reactions provided the property 
indicating extent of reaction can control the amount of 
electric potential developed. 
6 
There are several dynamic pressure sensitive detectors 
available which can be used as indicating devices. The 
piezo-electric gauge is available commerCially but it 
has the disadvantage that it does not retain its reference 
pressure without the aid of auxil~ary detectors. The 
magneto-striction gauge is not commercially available 
and it has the same deficiency as the piezo-electric 
gauge. The n Vibroton", manufactured by RCA, has been 
considered as it possesses good sensitivity and frequen-
cy response. A capacitance gauge with its diaphragm 
machined 1ntegerally with the housing from a single piece 
of stock is or interest. J. H. Hett and R. King Jr. ( 12 ) 
(12) New York University, Project SQUID, 1950. 
have developed a frequency modulation system for the 
capacitence gauge. The strain gauge transducers are 
availab1e commercia11y and are o~ particular interest 
because of their stability and simplicity. Statham 
Laboratories (l3 ) manufactures a complete assortment of 
(13) Statham Laboratories, Beverly Hills, California. 
the strain gauge transducers. Rutishauser ( 14 ) has 
(14) Rutishauser Corp., 490 Fair oaks, Pasadena, Cali~. 
7 
developed a gauge with a frequency response or one million 
cycles per second. 
After consideration of these various pressure detec-
tors it was decided to base this study principally on the 
Statham gauge. 
The Statham gauge is an instrument with a frequency 
response of 10,000 cycles per second and its electric 
potential output varies linearly with the pressure. One 
of the forementioned gauges and an oscillograph together 
with a recording camera can serve as the basis of an 
apparatus for investigating fast reactions involving 
gases whose degree of completion is indicated by appreci-
able changes in pressure. A block diagram or such an 
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THE REACTION CHAMBER 
Stainless steel was selected as the material tor the 
reaction chamber because of its chemical inertness to 
corrosive gases and its high tensile strength. 
The reaction chamber selected for the apparatus 
used was made of type 316 stainless steel and had a 
capacity of 103 ml. It had an outside diameter of 2 
inches, an: inside diameter of 1 inch, and an inside depth 
of 8 inches and could withstand 10,000 pounds per square 
inch pressure although such a large pressure was not in-
volved in the investigation. Figure 2 shows a phQtograph 
or the chamber fitted with a high pressure valve, and 
other operating accessories. 
The chamber was also equipped with a steel cylinder 
for breaking glass ampules which contain one of the 
reacting gases. The cylinder is 1 inch in height and 
7/8 inch in diameter and weighs 44 grams. 
The reaction chamber temperature was controlled 
by an aluminum thermostat for the temperature range 
50 to 500 degrees centigrade. The thermostat, 6 inches 
9 
in diameter and 12 inches in length, was equipped with 
three 875 watt cartridge heaters, ~ne of which wase 
connected to the temperature controller while the other 
two were connected in parallel independent of the control-
ler. The temperature oontrol was maintained by an iron-
constantan thermocouple connected to a Brown recording 
potentiometer model no. l53064P2-21-48. The aluminum 
FIGURE 2 
FAST REACTION APPARATUS 
A • statham gauge 
B = Thermostat containing reactor 
C • Direct current ampli~ier 
D = Oscillograph 
E - Powerstat 
10 
thermo stat was insula ted on all cylindrica.l surfaces 
with 3 inches of 85 percent magne~ia and on the bottom 
with 2 inches of 85 percent magnesia 1nsulat1~n. 
Figure 3 is a photograph of the thermostat, heaters, 
and Brown recorder-controller unit. 
Figure 4 is a photogreph showing the reaction cell, 




THE THER~OSTAT AND RECORDER-CbNTROLLER UNIT 
A - Thermosts.t 
B - Temperature recorder-controller 
C = Pressure recording potentiometer 
FIGURE 4 
THE REACTION CELL OOMPO ENTS 
A - Reaction cell 
B = Glass ampule 
C - Valve assembly 
D Statham gauge 
13 
THE PRESSURE GAUGE 
Two stainless steel gauges 4.5 inches in length 
and with an outside diameter of 1.5 inches supplied by 
Statham Laboratories Inc. were employed. G8J!1.ge type 
P24-50A-350 was used for the range D-50 psia. and gauge 
type P24-500A-350 for the range 0-500 psla. The volt-
age output o~ the gauges is given by the equation 
Eg = (E)(F)(Rg)/(R plus Rg) 
where Eg = microvolts output/psia. 
E = input voltage 
F = calibration factor 
R = output resistance of gauge 
Rg = output load resietanoe 
The calibration factor is supplied by the manufacturer 
for each individual instrument. 
Figure 5 contains the circuit diagram ot the gauges 
and Figure 6 contains the calibration for the Statham 
gauge (0-50 psia)-osc11lograph system which wae used 
in the apparatus for investigating fast reactions. 
14 
FIGURE 5 
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The cathode-ray oscillograph used in the apparatus 
was manufactured by Allen B. Dumont Laboratories Inc. (15) 
(15) Allen B. Dumont Laboratories Inc., Clifton, N.J. 
and is type 304-H. The frequency response is 100,000 
cycles per second, and the sensitivity is 18 rms volts 
per inch. 
The oscillograph includes a built-in time base 
generator capable of producing sweep frequencies from 
2 cps to 30 kcs. An external connection is provided for 
sweep frequencies lower than 2 cps which provides one 
half of a second per sweep for each microfarad of ex-
ternal cepaoitance. 
Cathode-ray tube type P-11 was supplied with the 
oscillograph. This tube produces a blue traoe which 
is suitable for photographing. 
18 
THE BALANCED DIRECT CURRENT AMPLIFIER 
The sensitivity of the oscillograph was not suffi-
cient so a balanced direct current amplifier was designed 
and constructed. The circuit employs a 6J6 dual triode 
as the amplifying tube. The circuit is shown in Figure 7. 
The component listing is included in Table 1. The ampli-
fier is equipped with a high and a low gain amplification· 
of 16 and 10 respectively. The plate supply voltage is 
45 volts supplied from a dry cell battery. The cathode 
bias is supplied by resistors ~ and R3. Grid resist-
ance is obtained through R1 • Resistors ~ through Ra 
are plate resistors for the high and low gain positions. 
Rg is an added resistor to give more precise balancing 
of the amplifier. Condenser C1 is incorporated to by 
pass any inherent ripple in the amplifier. 
FIGURE 7 
BALANCED D.C. AA4PL/FI£R 
INPUT R, 
+ 











DIRECT ~JRRENT AMPLIFIER OOMPONENTS 
R1-- 1 megohm potentiometer 
R2-- 100 ohms, 1 watt, 10% tolerance resistor 
R3-- 28,000 ohms, 1 watt, 10% tolerance resistor 
R4-- 50,000 ohms, 1 watt, 1% tolerance resistor 
R5-- 10,000 ohms, 1 watt, 1% tolerance resistor 
R6-- 50,000 ohms, 1 watt, 1% tolerance resistor 
~-- 10,000 ohms, 1 watt, 1% tolerance resistor 
R8-- 1,070 ohms, 1 watt, 10% tolerance resistor 
R9-- 650 ohm potentiometer 
c1-- 0.1 microfarad capacitor, 600 working volts 
v1 -- l (6J6) va.cuum tube 
v2-- i (6J6) vacuum tube 
S1-- DPDT toggle switch 
s2-- SPST toggle sw1 tch 
T1-- filament transformer, 110 volt primary, 
6.3 volt secondary. 
20 
THE TIME BASE GENERATOR 
It is desirable to have the oscillograph beam sweep 
across the screen at various rates to obtain a plot o~ 
pressure versus time. The oscillograph available is 
equipped with an internal time base generator which has 
external connections ~or obtaining sweeps o~ 0.5 second 
or longer. The Slower sweep frequencies are obtained 
21 
by connecting selected capacitors to the "X" plates of 
the oscillogrsph. A bank of capacitors has been designed 
to give variable sweep durations of from 0.5 to 10 
seconds. There are various ways in Which the closing 
of the switch between the bank of capacitors and os-
cillator may be synchronized with the initiation or the 
reaction being studied. 
22 
THE RE OORDING CAMERA 
The recording apparatus used to obtain a plot of 
pressure versus time for the system is a. 35mm camera 
manufactured by Eastman Kodak Co. for special application 
to the oscillograph. It is equipped with a metal tube 
to eliminate extraneous light striking the oscillograph 
during the photographic operations. 
TRE THERMOSTAT 
Since the cast~ng of an al~num thermostat of 
proper dimensions was not possible in our laboratory 
an a1um1nwn casting had to be ordere·d from a private con-
.cern. 
23 
The al.uminum thermostat was slow in arriving and an 
iron thermostat was designed which could accomodate three 
875 .att car~ridge heaters operating at 110 volts. One 
heater was controlled by the temperature recorder-controll-
er while the other two heaters were maintained in heating 
operation continuously at about 15 volts input once the 
thermostat was heated to the proper temperature. The 
iron thermostat proved unsatisractory s~nce temperature 
gradients of 15 degrees centigrade were observed at 
various points not more than ane inch apart in the appara-
tus. 
The a~uminum thermostat is 6 inches in diameter and 
12 inches in depth. It arrived as a solid cylinder and 
proper holes were drilled into the al~num to hold the 
three heaters, the reaction cell, and the proper thermo-
couples. The completed aluminum thermostat showed very 
small temperature gradients (0.5 degrees centigrade) 
between points 1 inch apart throughout the cylinder. 
The temperature co~rol attained in the thermostat was 
plus or ~nus 0.3 degrees centigrade. Figure 8 shows the 
arrangement of thermocouples, reaction cell. and heater 
holes in the alUDdnum 07linder. 
FIGURE 8 
ARRANGEMENT OF THE REACTION 
SYS'PEM OOMPONENTS IN THE 
ALUMINUM THERMOSTAT 
0 
0 B 0 " .,.__ _ 2~1/_1_6---.~ ... 









Soa1e: ,. " 3/4 - 1 
THE TEMPERATURE REOORDER• CONTROLLER 
Recording and controlling of the temperature in 
the reaction chamber is accomplished by the application 
o-r a Brown temperature recorder-controller model no~ 
153 C64P2-21-48. 
Temperature indication is supplied to the recorder 
through an iron-constantan thermocouple. The recorder is 
a 2 point multiple record unit equipped with automatic 
standard1zati0n. Various chart speeds are obtainable 
with the recorder and vary from 1 to 20 inches per hour. 
The recording is made on a chart Which is wound on a 
revolving drum. The unit records temperatures every 30 
seconds under normal operation but modifications can 
be applied which yield temperature recordings every 15 
seconds. 
The recorder-controller unit is equipped with acces-
sories for covering various temperature ranges (-100 to 
100, 0 to 200, 150 to 450 degrees centigrade). The 
change of temperature range is relatively simple and 
erter being completed no special calibration is needed 
for the recorder to be used on the n~w range. 
25 
The temperature recorder-controller was calibrated 
by use of a 99.99 percent pure lead sample (freezing 
point of 32?.5 degrees centigrade) and by use of a 99.97 
percent pure tin sample (freezing point of 231.85 degrees 
centigrade). 
OPERATI)N OF THE FAST REACTION APPARATUS 
The steps in operating the reaction apparatus are: 
(1) Switch on the amplifier and oscillograph to allow 
sufficient time to warm up and become stable. 
(2) Place the thermostat in a horizontal position. 
(3) Place the reactor cell in the thermostat. 
(4) Open the reactor and place the glass vial containing 
a known amount of gas "A" into the reactor. 
(5) Place the cylindrical breaker in the reactor and 
close the reactor cell. 
(6) Attach the Statham gauge to the reactor and connect 
the gauge to a constant voltage source. 
(?) Evacuate the reactor cell. 
26 
(8) Introduce a known amount of gas ''B" into the reactor. 
(9) Switch on the thermostat heaters and allow the appara-
tus to reach the desired temperature. 
(10) Connect up the Statham gauge output to the input 
of the amplifier. 
{11) Connect the amplifier output to the "Y" plates of 
the oscillograph. 
(12) Allow the system to come to equilibrium conditions. 
Equilibrium will be attained when the ge.s pressure 
of gas "B" becomes constant as determined by the 
position of the oscillograph beam. 
(13) Place the camera in position on the oscillograph and 
connect the time base genera. tor to the "X" plates of 
the oscillograph. 
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{14) Open the camera shutter, start the oscillograph beam 
sweep and put the thermostat into the vertioa1 
position. The vial will now break and a plot of the 
pressure as a function of time for the system will 
be recorded on the photographic film. 
(15) Close the camera shutter at the completion of one 
sweep of the oscillograph beam. 
( 16) Remove the rea.ctor cell from the thermo eta t and 
cool to obtain stable reaction products. 
(1?) If the product gases are to be anal.yzed, remove the 
gases from the reEC tor. ·~ 
( 18) Clean the reF,ction oel1 thoroughly and dry. 
(19) If another rea.ction is to follow repeat the 
procedure from step (2) omitting step (9) as the 
thermostat is already at the desired temperature. 
(20) If step (19) ·does not apply clean the reactor cell 
thoroughly, disconnect all components of the system, 
and remove the photographic film from the camera. 
(21) The film may now be developed to obtain a permanent 
recnrd of the progress of the reaction in terms of 
the pressure as a function of time. 
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INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA REOORDED ON FILM 
The record of the pressure versus time plot for the 
various reactions studied would be useless unless they 
can be used to determine the velocity of the reaction. 
Since the plot on the film does not read pressure direct-
ly it must be converted to pressure units. This may be 
done by comparison of the film with the calibration 
curve for the apparatus. The distances of the pressure 
line from the base line (corresponding to a perfect 
ve.cuum) is measured with a millimeter scale or micro 
reader at various intervals of time. Time may be estimat-
ed by observing the fraction of completed trace at the 
instant the pressure point is taken since the total 
sweep time is known. The relation of pressure and time 
are thus determined for various points in the reaction. 
A more elabora.te method of determining the exact 
time for a located point on the pressure curve is planned 
by the insta.llation of a blanking oscillator which will 
electronica.lly blank out the trace at given time intervals. 
The addition of this component will greatly facilitate 
the interpretation of the data. 
Once the pressure versus time relation is known 
the ree.ct1on veloc1 ty may be determined by su'bsti tut1ng 
the values into proper equations. 
TEST OF THE APPARATUS FOR FAST REACTIONS 
The apparatus was tested ror reproducibility by 
the application of the rea.ction between nitrogen di-
oxide and ammonia, and by the testing of the indication 
of breaking an ampule containing a compressed gas in the 
reaction cell. 
A glass vial was filled with gas and broken under 
conditions similar to actual experimental conditions 
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except that a second reacting gas was absent. The oscillo-
graph photograph of such an experiment should show a 
parallel line to the base line (base line corresponds to 
a perfect vacuum) until the instant the ampule is broken, 
at which time the pressure should rise quickly to a point 
indicating that the total pressure of the released gas 
has been realized (evidenced by the pressure line attain-
ing a constant maximum va~ue). Figure 9 contains a 
photograph of: such an experiment which indica.tes the 
results gained from the apparatus. The beam is of course 
being swept across the screen during the test. 
A vial was next filled with nitrogen dioxide and 
introduced into the reactor. Ammonia was used as the 
second reacting gas. The system was manipulated as 
described above and the photograph of Figure 10 we.s ob-
tained. 
The apparatus appeared to function as expected ex-
cept tor some ripple superimposed on the main trace. 
This may be due to malfunction of the amplifier and 
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requires fUrther attention. 
FIGURE 9 
SCILLOGRAPH TRACE I ND ICATING THE SHATTERI 1G 
OF A GLASS ~EPULE CO NTAINING NITROGEN DI XIDE 
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FIGURE 10 
OSCILLOGRAPH TRACE OF A CHEMICAL REACTION 
BETWEEN PJ ONIA AND NITROGEN DIOXIDE 
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APPARATUS FOR SLOW REACTIONS INVOLVING GASES 
Reactions which require more than 1 minute for 
completion offer no great difficulty in the design of 
suitable apparatus. Rapid indicating instruments such 
as the oscillograph are not necessary for the slow 
reaction. 
For the design of suitable apparatus for the study 
of slow reactions involving gases a manometer or pressure 
gauge not possessing high frequency response character-
istics could be used to determine the pressure of the 
system. The pressure could be recorded on a recording 
instrument such as the Brown recording potentiometer(lS) 
(16) Brown Instrument Co., Division of Minneapolis Honey-
well Regulator Co., Philadelphia 44, Pa. 
if the pressure ge.uge has an electric potential output. 
The recording potentiometer is adequate as high speed 
recording is not essential for the slow reaction appara-
tus. 
The appa.ra.tus used to study slow reactions 1s con-
structed similar to the apparatus for fast re-sct1ons 
except·that the recording potentiometer is used tore-
cord the output of the Statham gauge instead of the 
oscillograph. Figure 11 contains a block diagram of 
such an apparatus for studying the progress of a slow 
reaction. The design is based on following the course 
of the reaction by recording the pressure change 1n 
33 
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THE BROWN REOORDING POTENTIOMETER 
The pressure-time relation of the experiment is 
recorded on a continuous Brown recording potentiometer 
model no. 153Xl7V-X-30. Pressure indication ie supplied 
to the recorder through the output of the Statham gauge 
which has an electric potential output that varies linear-
ly ~ith the applied pressure. 
The chart speed of the recorder is 30 inches per 
hour. 
Figure 12 contains the pressure calibration of the 
Statham gauge-Brown recording potentiometer unit. 
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OPERATION OF THE SLOW REACTION APPARATUS 
The steps in operating the apparatus for slow 
reactions are: 
(1) Place the temperature recorder-controller in opera-
tion. 
(2) Set the temperature controller mechanism to the 
desired temperature. 
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(3) Place the electric thermostat heaters in operation. 
(4) Place the Statham gauge and pressure reoorder in 
operation and allow them to warm up and become stable. 
(5) If the reactants are both gases introduce the mater-
ials as was directed for the fast reacti~n system. 
(6) If the reactant is a solid oxide such as silver 
oxide, then put the reactor into the thermostat and 
place the unit in a vertical position. 
(?) Allow the reactor to reach equilibrium conditions 
which will be indicated by a constant pressure value 
on the pressure recorder. 
(8) Place the solid oxide material into the reactor and 
seal the unit. The reaction will now proceed. 
(9) When the reaction has been completed, remove any 
reaction products that are in the reactor. 
(10) Clean the reactor. 
(11) If another reaction follows, repeat the procedure. 
(12) If no other reR_ctions are to be completed disconnect 
all the electrical equipment and olean the apparatus 
as needed. 
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(13) Since the apparatus oan be used for various types of 
ree..ctions the best method of sample introduction 
must be determined for the specific reaction. 
(14) The reaction results in the form of a graph can 
be removed from the recording potentiometer after 
the reaction is completed. 
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INTERPRETATION OF THE REOORDING POTENTIOMETER. DATA 
The record of the reaction progress of a slow reaction 
as determined by the apparatus will be in the form of a 
plot of recorder scale units versus time. The system has 
been calibrated to make possible a conversion from such 
units to the more practical units of pressure versus time. 
The conversion is accomplished by comparing the experi-
mental data with the pressure calibration curve for the 
apparatus. The calibration curve is contained in Figure 
12 as was previously stated. Since the time is governed 
by the ~eoorde~ at 30 inches per hour, a very good correla-
tion of time and pressure is possible. 
'~en the pressure versus time relation is known the 
reaction rate constant may be determined by substituting 
the values into proper equations. 
TEST OF THE APPARATUS FOR SLOW REACTIONS 
The apparatus was tested by the application of the 
decomposition of silver oxide. The apparatus was pre-
pared for use by the procedure previouSly outlined 
and the reection was completed under actual experimental 
oondi tions. 
The silver oxide was placed in an open container 
and introduced into the ree.ctor at the proper time. A 
temperature of ~~0.:0 degrees centigrade was used for the test.. 
The appa.ratus appeared to function as expected and 
was found to be reproducible. Figure 13 contains aphoto-
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OONCLUSIONS 
The two types of apparatus that have been designed 
are suitable for the study of reaction rates of systems 
involving appreciable changes in pressure. The results 
obtained from the use of the equipment are reproducible. 
The equipment is especially well suited for use in reaction 
rate research on the graduate level or an advanced under-
graduate level. Because of the cost of some components 
of the system it would not be desirable to uti111ze in 
the elementary physical chemistry laboratory. 
SUMMARY 
T.he types o~ apparatus suitable for fast and s1ow 
reactions involving gases have been investigated. Since 
there are no commercially available systems suitable for 
investigating the ~orementioned reactions. special eq~p­
ment was designed. 
The two types o~ equipment that have been designed 
are believed to be adequate for the investigation of a 
~de variety of reactions that are completed from a frac-
tion of 1 second to several hours, and 1nvo1ve gases. 
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The reaction apparatus for the fast reactions is 
based on the measurement or pressure changes in a react-
ing system as is the reaction apparatus for s1ow reactions. 
T.he fast reaction apparatus utilizes the Statham 
gauge and the oscillograph as the basic instruments of 
the system. 
T.he slow reaction apparatus utilizes the Statham 
gauge as one o£ the basic components, but the Brown 
recording potentiometer is substituted in place of the 
oscillograph as it is more convenient for the slower 
reactions. 
The ~ast reaction apparatus and the slow reaction 
apparatus were both ~ound to be reproducible when sub-
jected to experimental conditions. 
PART 2 
A kinetic investigation of the 
catalytic decomposition of 
ail ver oxide 
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INTRODUCTION 
The autocatalytic decomposition or silver oactde bas 
not been investigated extensively although silver oxide 
has many features which make its decomposition particu-
la.rly attractive for a thorough kinetic study. Silver 
oxide decomposes at a very convenient rate for experiment-
al rate measurements over the temperature range 300 to 
500 degrees oentigrade. The products of decomposition, 
metallic silver ~tnd oxygen, can be handled analytically 
with good accuracy without excessive effort. Considerable 
information is available concerning the starting compound 
and the possible intermediates which might be involved 
in the detailed reaction mecha.n1sm. 
The only work found in the literature was confined 
to the limited temperature range 300 to 350 degrees 
centigrade. In the general field of chemical kinetics 
there is considerable interest in the energy of activa-
tion and how it varies with temperature. Therefore it 
was felt desirable to investigate the reaction at higher 
temperatures to determine whether the energy of activation 
varies with temperature. It was th()ught to be worth-
while to study the effects of various ratios of silver 
to silver oxide on the rate and to determine the effect 
of other solids such as nickel and chromium on the reac-
tion. 
The purpose o~ this section o~ the thesis is to 
present the results obtained in a study of the auto-
ce.talytic decomposition of silver oxide over the temp-




H. Le Chatelier (l7 ) first showed that the oxidation 
(17) Le Chatelier, H., Bull. Soo. Chim., (2), 48, 342, 1887. 
of silver was of the type 2Ag20 === 4Ag plus o2 at 300 
degrees centigrade. G. N. Lewis (l8 ) investigated the 
1!8) Lewis, G. N., z. Physik Chem., 52, 310, 1905. 
decomposition or silver oxide in 1905 and found the reac-
tion to be autocatalytic. The reaction proceeded slowly, 
requiring 3 hours :for completion at the highest tempera-
ture investige.ted, 352 degrees centigrade. He formulated 
an equation for the rate ~f decomposition and :found that 
the rate of decomposition varied for different samples 
of silver oxide. This suggests that the methods of prep-
aration, impurities, and fineness or subdivision or other 
factors which influence the physical state of a solid 
affect the decomposition. The ratio of the specific rate 
constants were found to be 1.53 for a 10 degree centigrade 
rise in temperature. 
G. C. Hood and cr. W. Murphy (19 ) investigated the 
(19) Hood, G. C., and Murphy, G. W., J. Chem. Ed., 
26, 169, 1949. 
autocatalytic decomposition of silver oxide between the 
temperature range 300 to 330 degrees centigrade. They 
used samples with a ratio of silver to silver oxide or 
1/15 by weight. The rate constants determined by Hood 
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and Murphy are included in Table 2. 
J. Kendall and F. Fuchs (20) investigated the in-
~0) Kendall, J. and Fuchs, F., J. A. C. s., 43, 2017, 1921. 
f1uence of foreign oxides on the decomposition of silver 
oxide. They found the addition of cuprous oxide, man-
ganese dioxide, ferric oxide, cerium oxide, and silica 
reduced the decomposition temperature. 
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THEORY 
Lewis wae the first to suggest and present evidenoe 
that the rate of deoompoa1t1on ot silver oxide 1a propor-
tional to the first power of the mol traot1on of silver 
\ 
oxide decomposed and the mol fraction of silver oxide 
not decomposed. Mathematioally th1a may be 1nd1oated by 
dl.X ~ = k {X)(!-X) (1) 
where k = the apeo1f1o reaction rate constant 
X - mol traotl~n of silver oxide deoompoaed 
1-X = mol fraction or silver oxide not 
decomposed 
t - time 
(1-X)(X) =kelt: (2) 
Using < the method of partial traotiona· equation (2) ma7 
be integrated. 
_A_+~ X 1-X -A -AX+BX. 
• • 
C3) 
Equation (3) is of the form y • mx plue b. There-
tore a plot of ln(X/1-X) ve. t, will give a straight 
line "'ith a slope equal to k, itt the assumed rate depen-
denoe 1a oorreot. 
The absolute ve.lue of the integration oonetant 1e 
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minus infinity. This is shown by substituting the proper 
va1uee tor the instant time is equal to zero in equation 
( 3). Then 
The integration oonatant may be eliminated by defin-
ing a new time bRae euoh that zero time will oorreepond' 
to the point where 0.5 of the a1lver oxide 1s deoompoeed, 
and integrating equation (3) between the limite any 
time= t', and t' = 0, where t 1 = 0 at the point where 
0.5 ot the silver oxide is decomposed. The limits tor 
the left term of (3) being X and 0.5. Beginnin~·with 
equation (3) 
[L~t~ A ]o.Xs 
( _K. ) ( () . .s- ) -LH 1-X - L# /-t:J.S kt'- kttJ) -1- ~ - c, 
evr ' 







k-t J f<t.' 




e·li'i' + 1 




and multiplying the numerator ~nd denominator or the 
right side or the equation by ekt' gives equation (5). 
($) 
:z 
9VT $£~,# ~ = e-r-r e_....v-
# -2,~ 
A,...v'P ..S~C.I/2~ = ez,., -r z +e 
src N-z. (~r:/) ., - eR.ZJ e-~rt-' . 
- ?'Z + •• 
(6) 
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Equations (5) 'and (6) may be combined to give 
~:. = ~ SL'CI'Iz (~~) 
d) X 
S&CH 2 (~~'): = 
-f AT ·'C'=t:J I . are ~ 
..1 
-t.'>(;) s-E-c Hz{ ~-t:) ~I ~~ <:: k AT - . ~ / ,I 
A-T "C/LGJ - SEC HZ(~~) L./ 
-
~ <:. _/:(__ / ~ + 
Therefore the emximum rate oocu.ra at t' = 0, and 
k= (8) 
Equation (3) may be oonverted into more praotioal 
experimental unite by the following correlation. 




b= mole or silver oxide equivalent 
pure silver present initially. 
~= mole or ailver oxide equivalent 













Oomb1n1ng equations (3) and (9) gives 
(/()) 
and a plot of the · lett term of equation (10) ve. time 
will give a straight 11ne whose elope is equal to k, 
the epeo1f1o reFotlon rate oonatant. 
Theoret1oally_· the speoiflo reaot·1on rate oonst~n t 
for the deoompoe1t1on of silver oxide may be determined 
from either eouat1on (8) or (10). 
APPARATUS 
The apparatus used in the investigation of the 
catalytic decomposition of silver oxide is the slow 
reaction apparatus which was discussed in a general 
way in the first section of the thesis. 
The reaction vessel used in the experiments and 
its volumes of interest, v1 , v2 , v3 , and v4 , are shown 
in Figure 1~. It consisted of a glass pyrex tube which 
was placed in the aluminum thermostat. The stainless 
steel cylinder in the tube was used to confine the major 
volume, v1 , in the thermostat. The temperatures in the 
minor volumes v2 , v3 , and V4 was measured with a thermo-
couple and potentiometer system. 
The gl·aes vessel was :round to be adequate as the 
highest pressure reached did not exceed 2.5 atmospheres. 
The reaction vessel was sealed with a rubber stopper 
and a tygon gasket was utillized as packing at the thread-
ed joint connecting the Statham gauge to the stopper. 
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FIGURE 14 




v 3= o.402 oo Gasket -~--




The reaction system was brought to temperature equil-
ibrium before the addition of the sample as indicated by 
a constant reactor pressure. The reactor was then open-
ed, the sample added and the system sealed. The general 
procedure for operation of the slow apparatus was followed 
throughout the experiment. When the reaction was complet-
ed the residue was weighed, and its weight compared to 
the initial weight of the silver oxide plus catalyst 
sample to determine if the chemical reaction was purely 
decomposition and not metathesis. 
The data from the reaction were substituted into 
equation (10), as discussed in the theory section and 
graphs were plotted of Log (b plus ~a minus x) vs. time. 
The values of the specific reaction rate constant, k, 
were obtained from the slope of the forement1oned graphs. 
Graphica"l plots of Log (k) vs. 1/T were constructed 
and the energy of activation was determined from the 
slope of the graphs. 
The decomposition wa.s studied using various weight 
ratios of catalyst to reactant. Experiments were complet-
ed using a l-1E ratio of silver-silver oxide, a 1-3 ratio 
of s11 ve r- silver oxide, silver oxide . o n1y, a 1-3 ra. tio of 
nickel-silver oxide, a 1-3 ratio of cbtrcu:ilium-e1lver oxide, 
a 1-3; ratio o-r sod.1um iodide-silver oxide, a 1-3 ratio of 
sodium bromide-silver oxide, and a 1-3 ratio of sodium 
ohlor1de-s1lver oxide. The experiments in which sodium 
halides were used as catalysts were carried out at 360 
degrees centigrade. The other experiments were completed 
at 360, 400, and 440 degrees centigrade. Additional 
experiments were completed for silver-silver oxide= 1/15 
at 330 degrees centigrade. 
The silver catalyst prepared from the decomposition 
of silver oxide was found to be 99.98 percent silver. 
The silver catalyst prepared from a silver nitrate solu-
tion and a copper wire was found to be 96~51 percent 
silver. The nickel and chromium catalyst samples were 
obtained from the metallurgy department, Missouri School 
or Mines and Metallurgy and were said to be high purity 
samples. The silver oxide used was found to be 99.30 
percent silver oxide. These conclusions were drawn by 
a gravimetric analysis for silver in the form of silver 
chloride. 
The silver used in the experiment was no larger 
than 200 mesh, the nickel was labelled 300 mesh, and 
the chromium was labelled 325 mesh. The silver oxide 
sample v1a.s no larger than 200 mesh. 
The various reacting mixtures were weighed on an 
analytical balance to o.oool grams. The samples were 
thoroughly mixed with an agate mortar and pestle. 
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RESULTS 
The results obtained by other investigators are 
shown in Table 2. Table 3 contains the typical experi-
mental data obtained from the catalytic decomposition 
of silver oxide. The graphical plots of Log(X/1-X) vs 
Time which are essential in the calculation of the 
specific reaction rate constants are shown in Figures 
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15 to 23 for the experiments. The specific rate con-
stante e.re contained in Table 4. Figure 24 shows the 
influence of temperature upon the specific rate constants. 
Table 5 contains the energies of activation as calculated 
by the method of least squares. 
The reection of Ag-Ag2o using a weight ratio of 1/15 
required 3.5 hours at 330 degrees centigrade. The reactions 
at 360 degrees centigrade required approximately 1 hour, 
the reactions at 400 degrees centigra.d.e required 25 minutes, 
and the reactions at 440 degrees centigrade were essen-
tially complete in 10 minutes. In all cases the chromium 
cataltzed reactions were the most rapid. The order of 
decreasine rates for the rema1n1~g systems was NaBr-Ag20 = 
1/3, NaCl-Ag2o = 1/3, Nai-Ag20 = 1/3, Ag-Ag2o • 1/3, 
Ag2o alone, Ag-Ag2o = 1/15, and Ni-Ag20 = 1/3. 
The definite trend of the specific rate constants 
for the various systems is shown in Table 4. The order of 
decreasing epeciftc reaction rate constants was Cr-Ag20 -
1/3, NaCl-Ag2o : 1/3, Nai-Ag2o: 1/3, NaBr-Ag2o = 1/3, 
Ag2o alone, N1-Ag2o : 1/3, Ag-Ag20 = 1/3 and Ag-Ag2o = 1/15. 
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The energies of activation were calculated by means 
of the Arrhenius equation and the value for the Cr-Ag2o - 1/3 
reaction was round to be 25,190 calories. The energies 
of activation for the other reactions ranged from 28,625 
to 30,136 calories. As would be expected the chromium 
acting as a catalyst reduced the energy of activation for 
the decomposition of silver oxide. 
The silver catalyst prepared from the deco~position 
of silver oxide was used throughout the experiments. A 
comparison was made however to see if silver prepared 
from a silver nitrate solution and copper wire would 
influence the decomposition in any manner different from 
that of the silver prepared from the decomposition of 
silver oxide. The silver cate.lyst prepared from the 
nitrate solution increased the rapidity of the reaction 
by a fe.ctor of 2. 5. . The silver had a trace of copper 
which may have caused this increase, or some occluded 
nitrate may hRve been the determining factor. 
TABLE 2 
REACTION RATE OONSTANTS FOR THE DECO~IPOSITION 
OF SILVER OXIDE AS DETERMINED BY OTHER INVESTI-
GATORS 
DATA OF HOOD AND MURPHY( l~. ) 
6U 
Temp. (OK) Reaction rs.te constant 
( 1/mo1- sec) 
603 0.00136 
589 o. 00078 
579 0.00055 
DATA OF LEWIS ( 18) 
Temp. (OK) Reaction rate constant 
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45 68.1 0.000948 0.000504 0.275 
50 85.0 0.00116 0.000295 0.596 
55 95.5 0.00129 0.000165 0.894 
60 108.0 0.00145 0.00005 1.463 
run #~0,_ 633°IC, a~ o. 00162 mo1 2 b= 0.000579 mo1 2 Ag-A~o-1L3 
0 o.o 0.000579 0.00162 ~0.447 
6 9.88 o.ooo?Ol. 0.00150 -0.331 
12 21.6 0.000846 0.00135 -o- ·2o2 
18 41.1 0.00109 0.00111 -0.007 
24 70.0 o.ooJ.45 0.000754 0.286 
30 102.5 0.00185 0.000350 0.724 
36 126.0 0.00214 0.000060 1.552 
37 128.5 0.00216 o.oooo4o 1.733 
run 1f.22 2 633°K 2 a = o. 00162 mol 2 b = 0 mol, N1-Ag2o =. 1/3 
0 o.o o.oooooo 0.00162 - inf'. 
6 2.59 0.000032 o. 00159 -1.6.96 
12 4.94 0.000061 0.00156 -1.408 
18 8.23 0.000101 o. 00152 -1.175 
24 13.6 o. 000168 0.00145 -0.935 
30 20.7 0.000256 0.00136 -0.725 
36 32.4 0.00040 0.00122 -0.484 
42 49.0 0.000606 0.00101 -0.222 
48 '{0.0 0.000864 0.000756 0.058 
54 92.5 0.001040 0.000580 0.253 
60 113.5 0.00140 0.000220 0.804 
66 124.7 0.00154 0.000080 1.284 
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run f/:61 2 633°K 2 a= o. 00162 mo1 2 b ~ 0 mol, Cr-Ag~o = 1L3 
0 o.o o.oooooo 0.00162 - 1nf. 
2 3.05 0.0000406 0.00158 -1.589 
4 7.75 0.0001030 0.00152 -1.168 
6 13.9 0.000185 0.00144 -0.892 
8 20.9 0.000278 0.00134 -0.683 
10 28.2 o.ooo376 0.00124 -0.518 
12 37.6 o. 000501 o. 00112 -0.349 
14 47.0 o.ooo62? o. 00009:3· -0.199 
16 57.3 0.000765 0.000855 -0.045 
18 67.6 0.000901 0.000?19 0.098 
20 '?8.3 0.001040 O.OQG580 0.254 
22 87.6 0.001170 0.000400 0.416 
24 95.0 0.001.265 o.ooo355 0.553 
26 98.7 0.001315 o.ooo305 0.635 
28 100.0 0.001333 0.000287 0.666 
run #28, 673°K 2 a= 0.00173 mol. 2 b = 0 mo1 2 Ag20 alone 
0 o.o o.oooooo 0.001730 
- inf. 
2 2.35 0.0000286 0.00170 -1.774 
4 7.75 0.0000941 0.00164 -1.242 
6 15.05 0.0001830 0.00155 -0.927 
8 38.60 0.0004690 0.00126 -0.429 
10 80.6 0.000980 0.00075 0.118 
12 121.0 o. 00147 o.ooo2s 0.754 
14 142.0 0.00173 o. 00000 1nf'. 
16 146.5 0.00178 o.ooooo 1nf. 
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run #31, 673°K 2 8. = o. 00202 mo1 2 b = o.000145 mol, AB:-A~O.: ILls 
0 o.o o.oool45 0.00202 -1.144 
2 6.58 o.ooo225 0.00194 -0.935 
4 15.10 0.000328 0.00184 -0.749 
6 35.2 0.000571 0.00159 -0.444 
8 75.2 0.00106 0.00111 -o. o1a 
10 123.5 o.oo164 0.000525 0.496 
12 159.0 0.00208 0.000090 1.364 
14 172.0 0.00224 o.oooooo 1nf. 
run :/1=34 2 6730K 2 a = o. 00162 2 b = o. 000579 mol 2 Ag-As2o = 1L3 
0 o.o 0.000579 o.oo1s2 -0.446 
2 10.1 o.ooo701 0.00150 -0.330 
4 24.7 0.000878 0.00132 -0.177 
6 54.7 0.00124 0.000957 0.114 
8 99.5 0.00178 0.000415 0.633 
10 134.0 0.00220 o.oooooo 1nf'. 
12 144.0 0.00232 -------- inf'. 
run #40 2 6?30K, a = o. 00162 mol, b = 0 mol, N1-AS20 = 1L3 
0 o.o o.ooooo 0.00162 - 1nf'. 
2 2.82 0.0000341 0.00159 -1.669 
4 6.81 O.OOC0824 o. 00154 -1.271 
6 15.50 O.OCOI.87 0.00143 -0.882 
8 40.00 0.000484 0.00114 -0.372 
10 82.3 0.000995 o.oo0625 0.202 
12 118.0 0.00143 o.oool90 0.877 
14 131.5 o.ooi59 o.oooo3o 1 ).725 
65 
16 133.0 0.00161 0.00001 2.208 
18 133.0 0.00161 0.00001 2 .• 208 
20 134.0 0.00162 o.ooooo 1nf. 
run #41, 6730K, a::: 0.00162 mol, b = 0 mol, Cr-AggO = 1/3 
0 o.o o.ooooo 0.00~62 - 1nt. 
1 4.70 0.0000568 o. 00156 -1.438 
2 11.8 o.ooo143 0.001.48 -1.014 
3 23.5 0.000284 0.00134 -0.673 
4 41.2 0.000498 . o. 001.12 -0.352 
5 62.3 o.ooo754 O.GOQ866 -0.060 
6 84.6 0.00102 0.000600 0.231 
7 105.0 0.00127 0.000350 0.560 
8 113.8 0.00138 o.ooo240 0.759 
9 115.2 0.001395 0.000225 0.792 
10 115.2 0.001395 o.ooo225 0.792 
run #45, 713° ... ,. .h., a= 0.00173 mol, b=() mol, Ae;8 o alone 
o .. oo o.o o. 00000 0.00173 - inf. 
0.67 3.05 0.0000355 0.00169 -1.67? 
1.33 5.8? 0.0000683 0.00166 -1.386 
2.00 11.3 o.ooo132 0.00160 -1.083 
2.67 24.4 0.000282 0.00145 -0.711 
3.33 62.7 0.000?30 0.00100 -0.136 
4.00 112.0 0.00130 0.00043 0.481 
4.67 145.0 0.00169 o.oooo4 0.627 
5.33 151.0 0.001?6 --- ... ---~~ 1nf'. 
66 
run #47l 713°K 2 a= 0.00202 mo1 2 b = 0.000145 mol 2 As-As:zo= 1L15 
o.oo o.o 0.000145 0.00202 -1.144 
o. 67 4.70 0.000200 0.00197 -0.995 
1.33 10.1 o.ooo263 9.001.90 -0.859 
2.00 16.9 o.ooo342 0.00182 -0.?25 
2.67 33.1 0.000631 0.00163 -0.412 
3.33 69.0 o.ooo948 o. 00122 -0.109 
4.00 129.5 0.00166 0.00051 0.512 
4.67 141.0 o.oo179 o.ooo3a 0.673 
run #50 2 713°K, a= 0.00162 mol, b = 0.000579 mol, Ag-Ag~O ~ 1L3 
Q.OO o.o o.ooo579 o.oo1s2 -0.447 
0.67 5.88 0.000648 0.00155 -0.379 
1.33 14.8 0.000751 0.00145 -0.285 
2.00 33.6 o.ooo97o 0.00123 -0.103 
2.67 70.7 0.00140 0.000797 0.246 
3.33 110.5 0.00187 0.00033 0.754 
4.00 128.0 0.00207 0.00013 1.202 
run #55, 713°K, a = o. 00162 mol, b- 0 mol, N1-Ag2o = 1/3 
o.oo o.o o.ooooo 0.00162 - inf. 
0.6? 4. 23 o. 0000518 0.00157 -1.481 
1.33 6.11 0.0000750 0.00155 -1.315 
2.00 8.83 0.000108 0.00151 -1.146 
2.6? 13.4 0.000164 0.00145 -0.946 
3.33 30.8 0.000377 0.00124 -0.517 
4.00 75.2 0.000920 0.00070 0.118 
4.67 119.5 0.00146 0.00016 0.961 
5.33 136.0 0.00167 ---...--~- 1nf'. 
6? 
run #56 1 713°K, a = 0.00162 mol, b = 0 mo1 2 cr-As2o = 1L3 
o. 00 o.o o.ooooo o. 00162 -1nf'. 
0.67 6.58 0.0000806 0.00154 -1.280 
1.33 13.9 0.000170 0.00145 -0.931 
2.00 28.2 0.000345 0.00128 -0.568 
2.67 63.5 0.000776 0.000844 -0.036 
3.33 109.0 0.001335 0.000285 0.6?1 
4.00 127.3 0.00156 0.000060 1.416 
4.67 128.0 o. 00157 0.000050 1.497 
run #24, 603°K, a = 0.00202 mol, b = 0.000145 mol, As-Agaoal/15 
0 o.o o.ooo145 0.00202 -1.144 
12 4.70 0.000205 0.00196 -0.978 
24 8.23 o.ooo25o 0.00192 -0.885 
36 11.3 0.000290 0.00188 -0.812 
48 14.8 o.ooo334 0.00183 -0.737 
60 19.05 o.ooo389 0.00178 -0.659 
?2 24.5 o.ooo459 0.001?1 -o. 5?1 
84 31.0 0.000542 0.00162 -0.476 
96 39.8 o.ooo654 o.oo1n1 -0.363 
108 50.6 0.000?92 0.00136 -0.238 
120 63.5 0.000937 0.00121 -0.102 
132 79.0 0.00115 0.00101 0.058 
144 95.2 0.00136 0.000805 0.228 
156 111.5 o. 0015? o.ooo595 0.422 
168 126.0 0.001?6 0.000310 0.755 
180 138.0 0.00191 o.ooo255 0.875 
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TABLE 4 
AVEP.A n E SPECIFIC RATE CONSTANTS lrOH THE DECOMPOSITION OF 
SILVER OXIDE CATALYZED BY TWO Vl'EIGHT PATIOS OF SILVER 
A ND BY CHROMIUM, NICKEL, SODIUM CHLORIDE, SODIUM IODIDE, 
AND SODIUM BROMIDE AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES. 
Reacting s~stem ., 330°0 360°0 400°C 44Q°C 
Ag2o alone 0.00218 0.00993 0.0236 
Ag'-Ag2o = 1/15 0.000429 0.00145 0.00768 0.014? 
Ag-Ag20 = 1/3 0.001?4 0.00946 0.0161 
Ni-Ag20 = 1/3 0.00184 0.00970 0.0222 
Cr-Ag2o = 1/3 0.00424 o. 01006 0.0346 
NaCl-Ag2 o = 1/3 0.00371 
NaBr-Ag2 0 = 1/3 0.00279 
Nai-Ag2o = 1/3 0.000333 
The average specific r ate constAnts are eA~ressed 
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TABLE 5 
ENERGIES OF ACTIVATION FOR THE VARIOUS REACTING SYSTEMS 
Reacting system 
Cr-Ag2o : 1/3 
Ag2 o alone 
Ag-Ag20 = 1/15 
Ag-Ag20 ::: 1/3 
N1-Ag2 o = 1/3 








SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The catalytic decomposition o~ silver oxide was 
investigated aver the temperature range 330°C : to 440°0 
using various ratios o~ silver to silver oxide. The 
effects of nickel, chromium, sodium chloride, sodium 
bromide, and sodium iodide upon the decomposition were 
also investigated. The reaction required 3.5 hours at 
330°C and the reaction beca~e more rapid at the higher 
temperatures, requiring only 10 minutes for completion 
at 440°C. The specific reaction rate constants and 
energy of activation values were determined for the 
various reacting systems. Chromium was found to ca.talyze 
the decomposition of silver 0xide. 
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